
Task: As Howard Carter, write a diary entry of your discovery of Tutankhamun’s Tomb (re-read the text information 

from the Reading task). 

 

Adjectives: Emotions:  Other Vocabulary: Fronted adverbials (Time): Fronted adverbials 
(How): 

• golden 

• gold 

• gilded 

• glinting 

• yellow 
metal 

• amber-
like metal  

• finely 
carved 

• encrusted 
with 

• valuable 
diamonds 

• opulent 
stones 

• rare 

• priceless 

• fine 

• riches 

• overwhelming 

• exciting 

• challenging 

• our hearts 
thumping with 
excitement 

• Lord Carnarvon 

• Lady Evelyn 
Herbert 

• Luxor 

• Tomb/chamber 

• Pharaoh 

• Ante-chamber 

• Sarcophagus 

• Tutankhamun 
 
 
Other phrases to 
use: 

• Air was heavy 
and thick with 
rubble and 
mist,  

• Everywhere, 
was a sea of 
amber gold,  

Today,  
At first, 
After a while, 
After some time, 
Before long, 
Once at the bottom, 
 
Fronted adverbials     
(where): 
All around, 
Ahead of me, 
Here, 
To my left, 
In the centre/middle of the 
chamber, 
On the walls of the  
tomb, 
Nested inside, 

Carefully, 
Nervously, 
With heart pounding,  
With hands 
trembling, 
Anxiously, 
Nervously inserting 
the candle, 
Taking great care, 
With knees 
trembling, 
With hair standing 
on the back of my 
neck, 

 

ALL: 

         
• have a date ( Sunday 

November 26th 1922) 
• include emotions and 

feelings 
• use subordinating 

conjunctions (e.g. After 
a long wait of five years 
and a final wait of three 
weeks, Lord Carnarvon 
and his daughter Lady 
Evelyn Herbert finally 
arrived in Luxor.) 

• use multi-clause 
sentences (e.g. We 
made our way down 
all sixteen steps - our 
hearts thumping 
with excitement.) 

• have a clear greeting 
and sign off (Dear 
Diary, and Catch up 
soon Diary) 

• use fronted 
adverbials (e.g. 
Initially, I was struck 
by how small the 
tomb appeared.) 

• use rhetorical questions 
(e.g.  Could this really 
be the tomb of the boy 
king, Tutankhamun?) 

• use semi colons (e.g.  
There is still so much 
to see and discover. 
For now, I feel 
content and 
overcome with 
emotion.) 

• write my diary in first 
person using 
paragraphs 

• use expanded noun 
phrases (e.g.  Then, 
in the middle of the 
chamber, lay the 
gilded, exquisite 
sarcophagus.) 

• use a relative clause 
(e.g. But nothing could 
have prepared me for 
the thousands of 
artefacts that I saw 
before my eyes.) 

• write my diary using 
past tense 

• write events in 
chronological order 


